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XP Security Bulletin Windows XP: Windows XP® is an operating system which continues to be developed and maintained by Microsoft. Windows XP is the most recent version of the Windows operating system, and contains significant enhancements over previous versions. Windows XP is often compared to Windows Vista® in terms of user interface and computer hardware compatibility. Because
Windows XP is an operating system which continues to be developed and maintained by Microsoft, there are both known and unknown vulnerabilities in it which are discovered. It is extremely important for computers running the operating system to have all of their components updated. *REQUIRED INFORMATION* Windows XP continues to be sold and used by consumers and businesses around
the world. To ensure that you are using a secure operating system, please visit www.microsoft.com/security to learn how to stay secure with Microsoft products. Severity : High Common Vulnerabilities : Local Microsoft has updated its Security Bulletin description for Windows XP. The update addresses a number of issues in Windows XP, including: Incomplete deployment of Windows Installer Data

corruption in service packs 2, 3, and 4 Unconfirmed vulnerabilities in Internet Explorer The update is still pending publication in the bulletins database, but a copy is available on Microsoft's website. January 07, 2007 NOTE: Microsoft has released a Hotfix for this bulletin. If you have not already downloaded and installed the update, please follow the instructions in the hotfix guidance. For more
information, see Microsoft Knowledge Base Article 965949. This update contains the following fixes: *Reports of a broken install that causes the computer to not be able to start Windows *Out-of-place Data corruption in some Windows services after installation of SP2 *Out-of-place Data corruption in certain DLLs after installation of SP2 *Out-of-place Data corruption in Internet Explorer after
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